In each wedding package, choose from the four locations onsite:

- Bowling Green, a romantic and secluded oasis
- East Lawn, a casual and wide space framed by the historic trees
- The base of the Tulip Poplar on our South Lawn, an open space crowned by our 200-year old tree
- Dower House, a quintessential example of 1867 Victorian charm

**The Washington Package**

Highlights:
- Maximum of 20 Guests
- 1 Hour on Property
- Choice of One Location for Ceremony
- Alternative Rain Location of 1867 Victorian Dower House Parlors Provided
- Option to Rent Chairs or Standing Ceremony
- Full Service of a Tudor Place Staff Member

Cost: $200

**The Britannia Package**

Highlights:
- Maximum of 30 Guests
- 1 Hour on Property
- Choice of One Location for Ceremony
- Alternative Rain Location of 1867 Victorian Dower House Parlors Provided
- 30 Padded White Chairs Included for Ceremony
- Full Service of a Tudor Place Staff Member

Cost: $400

**The Caroline Package**

Highlights:
- Maximum of 70 Guests
- 4 Hours on Property (Including Set Up and Breakdown)
- Choice of Two Locations for Ceremony and Cocktails
- 70 Padded White Chairs Included for Ceremony
- Tent Required
- Full Service of Two Tudor Place Staff Members

Cost: $3,200

**The Anna Package**

Highlights:
- Maximum of 70 Guests
- 6 Hours on Property (Including Set Up and Breakdown)
- Choice of Two Locations for Ceremony and Cocktails or Seated Reception
- 70 Padded White Chairs Included for Ceremony
- Tent Required
- Full Service of Two Tudor Place Staff Members

Cost: $4,800

**The Peter Package**

Highlights:
- Maximum of 70 Guests
- 10 Hours on Property (Including Set Up and Breakdown)
- Exclusive Full Use of Property for Ceremony, Cocktails, and Seated Reception
- 70 Padded White Chairs Included for Ceremony
- Tent Required
- Full Service of Tudor Place Staff Members

Cost: $10,500

Due to neighborhood restrictions we cannot allow amplified music. Due to the historic nature of Tudor Place and for the safety of our guests, we prohibit all sources of flame onsite. For the preservation of buildings and gardens, darkly colored beverages are not permitted at events.